The interface evolution in an amorphous Co/Si/W/Si multilayer (ML) of 150 Å nominal period processed by rapid thermal annealing (RTA) in the temperature range of 523-1273 K for 5-30 s was studied by X-ray reflectivity and diffuse scattering measurements at CuK α1 wavelength. The results were simulated within the Fresnel theory and the distorted-wave Born approximation. The interdiffusion and intermixing induced by RTA starts at Co/Si interfaces and takes place via an interface shift without a considerable increase of the interface roughness up to the 873K/30s RTA. A strong conformality of the interface profiles, stretching originally over the entire ML thickness in the whole interval of the interface roughness frequencies covered by the experimental scans, is reduced to about 2 ML periods. After the 1023K/30s RTA, the interface morphology is controlled by the crystallization of Co and W silicide phases leading to interface roughening. The vertical interface correlation is sensititve to the interface roughness frequency. A fast diffusion along grain boundaries leads to a complete interdiffusion and collapse of the ML on 1273K/30s RTA. Compared with a W/Si ML studied previously, the incorporation of Co layers into the ML stack enhanced the thermal stability by about 250 K. Some consequences for optical applications are discussed.
Introduction
Multilayer X-ray mirrors are often exposed to enhanced thermal loading which may cause an irreversible degradation of the interfaces and loss of the optical performance. In our previous study , we examined the thermal stability of interfaces in a W/Si multilayer (ML). An enhanced stability was obtained in W 1-x Si x /Si MLs , however, at the expense of reflectivity. In this contribution, we study a Co/Si/W/Si ML as an alternative solution of increasing thermal stability in a W/Si ML.
In Co/Si and W/Si couples, Co and Si are known as the main diffusers, respectively (Murarka, 1983) . Thus by choosing proper Co, W and Si layer thicknesses, the thermal stability may be controlled. Recently, we have analyzed the thermal stability of Co/Si/W/Si MLs under laser treatment while in this report, rapid thermal annealing (RTA) is used to assess thermal stability. The hard X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and diffuse scattering measurements at grazing incidence are applied to study the interface evolution on RTA. The results of the soft XRR measurements and Xray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the phases originating on RTA have been published elsewhere .
Experimental
The samples were prepared by electron beam evaporation onto oxidized Si(100) wafers in a vacuum of 10 -7 Pa. The tetralayer sequence Si/Co/Si/W (starting from the substrate) of 150 Å nominal thickness was deposited five times. The internal structure of the layers was found to be amorphous . The XRR and diffuse scattering measurements at grazing incidence were performed on a high-resolution diffractometer equipped with a double-crystal GaAs monochromator using CuK α1 radiation. The adjustment and measurement procedures are described in detail by Jergel et al. (1998) . The RTA was performed in a halogen lamp vacuum furnace (pressure 10 -3 Pa) in the temperature range of 523-1273 K for 5-30 s. The heating rate was 50-100 Ks -1 .
Figure 1
The XRR curves for (a) as-deposited -I, 523K/20s -II, 773K/20s -III, 873K/20s -IV and (b) 1023K/30s -I, 1123K/30s -II, 1273K/30s -III RTA treated MLs. The offset scan with an offset of 0.1° for as-deposited ML is also shown (bottom curve in (a)). Circles -measured points, full linessimulations. Curves II, III, IV in (a) are shifted by the factors of (a) 10 3 , 10 6 , 10 9 , respectively; and (b) 10 4 , 10 7 , respectively. The arrow shows the detector position for the sample scan after the 1273K/30s RTA presented in Fig. 2b . 
Results
The measured curves of specular XRR starting from the region of the total external reflection (TER) are shown in Fig. 1 . In the asdeposited state, there are two kinds of maxima produced by constructive interferences of the coherently reflected wave. Larger ones obey the Bragg equation corrected for refraction
where m, λ, D, n, θ stand for the reflection order, wavelength, ML period (thickness of the basic tetralayer), mean refractive index of the ML and angle of incidence in vacuum, respectively. Smaller modulations between the ML Bragg maxima are the finite size Kiessig fringes the position of which is controlled by the total ML thickness. Both kinds of modulations remain clearly resolved up to the 1023K/30s RTA. On the 1123K/30s RTA, higher order ML Bragg maxima are suppressed and on the 1273K/30s RTA, the XRR curve typical for a monolayer thin film appears. This evolution of the specular XRR hints at a gradual collapse of the ML up to the stage of a more or less complete intermixing of the constituents, the interdiffusion with the substrate being not developed yet. For a W/Si ML of a comparable thickness, we observed a monolayer type XRR curve on the 1023K/5s RTA .
The reciprocal space distribution of the intensity diffusely scattered on rough interfaces was traced by sample and detector scans, moving either the sample with the detector fixed or vice versa, and by the offset scans ( Figs. 1-3 ). Contrary to specular XRR, these curves are directly related to the interface morphology as well as interface conformality. A high degree of this conformality may be inferred from the appearance of the non-specular maxima in the offset and detector scans which originate from the intersection of the scan trajectory with the concentration stripes of resonant diffuse scattering (RDS) around the ML Bragg points in the reciprocal space (e.g., Jergel et al., 1997) . In the sample scans taken across the ML Bragg orders, the RDS is visible as a broad background around the specular ridge. The superimposed S-shaped maxima at the angles of incidence and exit of the 1st ML Bragg order are purely dynamical and correspond to the diffuse scattering of a (coherently) reflected wave and/or coherent reflection of the diffusely scattered wave (Bragg-like (BL) maxima, Holý & Baumbach, 1994) . Their shape is affected by the evolution of the interface conformality on RTA. Distinct Yoneda wings on the 1273K/30s RTA hint at a rather large surface roughness of the collapsed ML.
Theoretical simulations
The specular XRR curves were simulated by a well-known Fresnel algorithm (Underwood & Barbee, 1981) which follows from the dynamical theory (Fig. 1 ). The intensity of the part of the diffusely scattered wave having the same direction as the specular one was neglected. The validity of this coherent scattering approximation follows immediately from the non-specular scans since for the majority of these, the diffuse contribution to the specular intensity is ≈1% or less. The XRR simulations provided the individual layer thicknesses and decrements of the refractive index as shown in Table  1 . The starting estimate of the root-mean-square (rms) interface roughness for the diffuse scattering simulations was obtained from the Debye-Waller-like attenuation factor exp(-q j -l q j σ j 2 ) which modified the reflectivity coefficients of all interfaces, q j-l and q j being the scattering vectors above and below the jth interface, respectively, and σ j being the rms roughness of this interface.
Table 1
The ML parameters obtained from the XRR simulations (those without error estimates were fixed). D and d X are the ML period and individual layer thicknesses, respectively, d Si being included twice in the former. δ, β are the decrements of the refractive index n=1-δ--iβ. The changes of these parameters are connected with Co and Si diffusion as discussed in the text. conference papers
The diffuse (incoherent) scattering was simulated within the distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) starting from the wave equation
( 2) where K=2π/λ is the wavevector of the X-rays in vacuum and V(r) is the scattering potential composed of two parts (3) where V id (r) represents an ideal undisturbed system (ML with ideal interfaces) and V d (r) is a disturbance (surface or interface roughness). Consequently, the perturbation theory is applied (for details, see Sinha et al., 1988, and Baumbach, 1994) . In this paper, we used also another DWBA calculation strategy (Jergel et al., 1998) where the substrate is assumed as the undisturbed system and the whole ML (including roughness) is considered as the disturbance. Then, the eigenstates of the ideal scattering potential V id (r) contain only one plane wave (the transmitted wave propagating in the substrate) and the matrix element of the disturbance V d (r) describes only one primary scattering process between these transmitted components. The advantage of this approach is that it is much simpler than the previous one, however, it does not yield secondary effects such as the BL maxima.. Therefore, this approach is equivalent to the semikinematical method, well-known from the scattering theory (Petrashen, 1975) .
The lateral height-height correlation function of an interface with cutoff (Sinha et al., 1988) (4) was used to describe the disturbance potential of an interface where r, ξ, h are the lateral distance (along an interface), lateral correlation length, and fractal parameter, respectively, and the fractal dimension D of the interface is D=3-h. The covariance of the roughness profiles between the jth and kth interfaces, i.e. the height-height crosscorrelation function, was expressed as
where L(z j -z k ) is an attenuation function describing the decay of the interface conformality in the direction perpendicular to the averaged interfaces at the positions given by the z j and z k coordinates. C(r) is the lateral correlation function which was assumed to be the same for all interfaces. 
Discussion
proposed by Ming et al. (1993) was used, L vert being the vertical correlation length. For higher temperature RTA, a model of the vertical interface correlation which is dependent on the frequency of the interface roughness was more successful
where q x is the lateral component of the scattering vector and α controls the degree of the vertical interface correlation (α→∞ => total correlation, α=0 => no correlation). This attenuation function was derived by Salditt et al. (1996) relying on the Edwards-Wilkinson equation for thin film growth. Comparing Eq. 6 and 7 one
Figure 2
The sample scans taken (a) at the 3rd ML Bragg order for as-deposited -I, 523K/20s -II, 773K/20s -III, 873K/20s -IV and (b) at the 2nd ML Bragg order for 1023K/30s -I, 1123K/30s -II -and at the detector position shown by the arrow in Fig. 1b for 1273K/30s -III RTA treated MLs. ∆ω is the offset from the specular position. Circles -measured points, full lines -simulations. The curves for the 873K/20s and 1273K/30s RTA are simulated within the semikinematical approach to DWBA described in the text. The arrows in Fig.  2a indicate the BL maxima. Curves II, III, IV are shifted by the factors of (a) 5×10 3 , 10 5 , 5×10 7 , respectively, and (b) 5×10 3 , 5×10 5 , respectively. Table 2 The parameters obtained from the simulations of the non-specular scans as described in the text. As the same lateral correlation function was considered for all interfaces, σ, ξ, h represent average values. For the 1273K/30s RTA, no conformality between the substrate/ML and ML/air interfaces was considered. 1023K/30s 6.0 (5) 500 (80) ---0.0010 (5) 0.75 (25) 1123K/30s 11.0 (10) 1000 (150) ---0.0005 (2) 0.75 (25) 1273K/30s 13.0 (10) 5000 (800) ------0.75 (25) can see that
Thus in the latter model, the interface conformality decreases with increasing frequency of the interface roughness component corresponding to an increasing lateral component of the wavector transfer q x . Simulations of the non-specular scans including semikinematical ones are shown in Figs. 1-3 and the simulation parameters are given in Table 2 . While the BL maxima are not reproduced within the semikinematical approach, it is not the case for Yoneda wings. They are generated by the transmission coefficients of the incoming and scattered waves at the vacuum/substrate interface which both are included in the semikinematical approach to DWBA.
The ML period gradually decreases on RTA which may be ascribed to the annealing-out of the excess free volume inherent to the amorphous structure. Therefore, the relative layer thicknesses (Table 1 ) are more instructive than the absolute values. While the relative thickness of W layers is nearly unaffected up to the 773K/20s RTA, that of Co and Si decreases and increases, respectively, from the beginning of RTA, the decrements of the
Figure 3
The detector scans taken at the 3rd and 2nd ML Bragg orders for as-deposited -I and 1023K/30s RTA treated -II MLs, respectively. Circles -measured points, full lines -simulations. The curve II is shifted by the factor of 10 4 . refractive index of the latter being enhanced. This evolution implies an interface shift due to the diffusion of Co into Si layers without a substantial increase of the rms value of the interface roughness up to the 1023K/30s RTA. We observed such an interface shift by in situ XRR measurements of a thermally treated W/Si ML (Jergel et al., 1996) . An increase of the relative thickness of W layers and a decrease of their decrements of the refractive index starting on the 873K/20s RTA may similarly be ascribed to the diffusion of Si into W layers. This brings about a pronounced decrease of the XRR on the 1 st ML Bragg maximum (by 33 %) as the W/Si interfaces dominate the XRR of the Co/Si/W/Si ML. A pronounced interdiffusion and intermixing in the Co/Si/W/Si ML starts only on the 1123K/30s RTA and a collapse of the ML is observed on the 127 3K/30s RTA. For a W/Si ML of comparable thickness, a ML collapse was found on the 1023K/5s RTA . This behaviour is also in accord with the diffusion data for Co/Si and W/Si couples given by Murarka (1983) .
The formation of crystalline silicides from an amorphous structure starts on the 873K/20s RTA and is fully developed on the 1023K/30s RTA . The interface morphology is controlled predominantly by the grain growth which is responsible for a dramatic increase of the lateral correlation length and rms interface roughness. When the crystallization starts, an enhanced diffusion along grain boundaries leads to a rapid collapse of the ML stack.
Up to the 873K/20s RTA, the model of the interface conformality independent of the interface roughness frequency (Eq. 6) gave satisfactory simulations in the frequency range covered by the experimental scans which is (1-40)×10 -4 Å -1 . The lower limit is given by the experimental resolution while the upper limit is given by the q x value where the diffuse scattering emerges still from the background. The vertical correlation length L vert stretches over the entire ML thickness in the as-deposited state. RTA below the threshold brings about a monotonous decrease of the L vert value up to ≈2 ML periods. Yet, the interface conformality effects are still
Figure 4
Comparison of the vertical correlation lengths in the interface roughness frequency interval covered by the experimental scans for as-deposited -I, 873K/20s -II, 1023K/30s -III, 1123K/30s -IV RTA crystallization treated MLs. Upper and lower broken curve corresponds to the ML thickness and period on the 1123K/30s RTA, respectively. conference papers observable in the sample and detector scans. When the crystallization starts, the frequency dependent model (Eq. 7) was needed. A comparison of the L vert values of different samples is shown in Fig. 4 . The majority of the frequency dependent L vert values is smaller than the total ML thickness and about half of them is even smaller than the ML period on the 1023K/30s and 1123K/30s RTA (curves III and IV). Thus the conformality of the interface profiles is rather poor when the crystallization is in progress.
Conclusions
We have successfully applied the DWBA including its semikinematical modification to study the interface evolution on RTA in a Co/Si/W/Si ML. The interface profiles in the as-deposited state are highly conformal. The interdiffusion and intermixing in the amorphous state induced by RTA starts at Co/Si interfaces and leads to a gradual suppression of both the lateral and vertical interface correlations without a substantial increase of the rms interface roughness up to the 873K/20s RTA. On higher temperature RTA, an advanced crystallization of Co and W silicides connected with grain growth brings about a dramatic increase of the rms interface roughness and lateral correlation length of the interface profiles. The vertical correlation of higher frequency components of the interface roughness is suppressed. Fractal behaviour of the interfaces could not be determined unambiguously due to a poor sensitivity of the simulations to the fractal h parameter.
Comparing with a W/Si ML of comparable thickness, the incorporation of Co layers into the ML stack enhanced its thermal stability by 250 K which is important for potential applications in Xray or ultraviolet optics at intense sources. A gradual suppression of the nterface conformality before a substantial deterioration of the XRR is promising for imaging applications where such a conformality brings about a loss of contrast as it produces the intense RDS around the specular Bragg reflection.
